NAPSLO PAC Contributions
How contributing to the NAPSLO PAC will benefit
you, your company and the surplus lines industry
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What is a PAC?
• A “PAC” is a political action committee
• Political action committees are special
organizations that are set up for the
purpose of collecting contributions from a
large number of individuals, which are then
aggregated into one fund and are used to
make contributions to support a particular
cause or campaign
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Why the NAPSLO PAC?
• The PAC provides an organized way for
NAPSLO to support political candidates,
causes, legislation, regulations or initiatives
which promote the cause of surplus lines
industry and the wholesale insurance
distribution system
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Federal PAC
• The NAPSLO PAC is a federal PAC thus it
only contributes to federal campaigns
• An organization becomes a political action
committee under the Federal Election
Campaign Act by receiving contributions or
reporting expenditures beyond $1,000 and
is enforced by the Federal Elections
Commission
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Restrictions on Contributions
• Contributions are completely voluntary and will be
used for political purposes
• You have the right to refuse to contribute without
reprisal
• Federal law requires the PAC to use its best efforts to
collect and report the name, mailing address,
occupation and name of employer of individuals
whose contributions exceed $200 in a year
• Contributions are not tax deductible
• Contributions from foreign nationals are prohibited
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Small Contributions Matter!
• Every contribution is appreciated and makes a
difference
• It only takes $5,000 of NAPSLO PAC contributions
to max out our full legal contribution per
candidate per election cycle
• You may contribute up to $5,000 per year but
each small contribution can help us achieve a
maximum contribution to key candidates
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Why is it important to invest in the
NAPSLO PAC?
• Allows NAPSLO to educate those “on the Hill”
about the surplus lines industry and its key
priorities
• Provides opportunity to inform Members of
Congress about how congressional decisions
affect both NAPSLO members and our clients
• Contributions support federal candidates who
advocate for the interests of our industry
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What has the PAC accomplished?
Since the formation of the PAC in 2005, there have
been several major legislative achievements:
•

The Nonadmitted and Reinsurance Reform Act of 2010 (NRRA)

•

The Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2015
(TRIA)

•

Establishment of the National Association of Registered Agents and
Brokers (NARAB)

The PAC is critical to maintaining and implementing
these important victories
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What are NAPSLO’s
goals in Congress?
• The number one priority of NAPSLO is to
continually educate Members of Congress and
their staff about the importance and the role the
surplus lines industry plays in the broader
insurance marketplace
• In the last four Congresses, the Senate and House
combined have initiated 349 new members
• These new members often come in with limited
knowledge of our industry and need education
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What are NAPSLO’s
2015‐2016 federal legislative goals?
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•

Revising the definition of private flood insurance to
preserve inclusion of surplus lines in the private flood
insurance marketplace (Flood Insurance Modernization
and Market Parity Act of 2015). A bill to accomplish this
goal was introduced in June 2015

•

Impress upon Congress the continuing importance and
success of the Nonadmitted Reinsurance Reform Act
(NRRA), emphasizing that if the Dodd Frank Act is amended
or repealed, the NRRA should be protected
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For more information or to make a contribution visit:
www.napslopac.org

If you have any questions contact:
John Meetz
NAPSLO State Relations Manager
john@napslo.org
816‐799‐0863
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